TEACHER’S GUIDE

Opposites
(Lemniscaat)

Opposites is the animal world turned
upside down. On each page you will see
a set of opposites: wet and dry, naughty
and good, hidden and found, normal
and... crazy!

Up – down
Hippo and hedgehog are sitting on a
seesaw.
Pick up the book Opposites and look at
the picture showing hippo and
hedgehog on a seesaw. Ask where the
hippo is (up) and where the hedgehog is
(down). Put a seesaw in the classroom or go to the playroom. Ask two children to get on the
seesaw. Regularly ask the group who is ‘up’ and who is ‘down’. Repeat the activity with other
children on the seesaw. Get some balancing scales and ask two children to find a small object
in the classroom. Put this object on the scales. Which object is up and which is down? Do the
children think that the object that is down is heavier than the object that is up? Ask another
two children to get an object and compare the weight of these objects.

Big – small
The big ostrich looks at her small chicks.
Open the book Opposites and look at the big and small animals. Ask the children which
animals are big and which are small.
Ask all children to bring a cuddly toy. Put all the toys in a circle. Which are big and which are
small? Compare the height of the toys and put them in order from small to big.
Tip! Look at the cuddly toys again. Talk about the true size of the animals. Is there a small
cuddly toy which in reality is really big or a big cuddly toy which in reality is only a small
animal?
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Wet – dry
While the pig is soaking up the sunshine, the frog is dancing in the rain holding an umbrella.
Talk about ‘wet’ and ‘dry’ with the children. Afterwards you can play the following game (on
a sunny day): Fill some water pistols with water. The children stand on one side of the
playground. The ‘taggers’, two or three children with a water pistol stand in the middle.
When you give the sign, the group runs across the playground to the other side. Children who
are squirted by a water pistol have to stand next to you. Who gets to the other side dry and
who gets wet?

Hidden – found
The fox is hidden in his foxhole. Behind his hole there is a big elephant.
Open the book Opposites and look at the hidden animals and ask the children to find them.
Can they find all the animals?
Place ten non-transparent cups in a row. Ask one child to close their eyes. Another child hides
a small animal figure underneath one of the cups. Make sure that the rest of group can see
where the animal figure is hidden. The child who was asked to close their eyes may open
them again. He walks over to the cups and picks them up at random one by one. If he finds
the animal, the game ends. How many cups did the child lift up? Note it down. Now ask
another child to close their eyes and repeat the activity. Who was the quickest to find the
animal?

Cold – warm
The pigs are shivering with cold. The koala cools off in a bowl of water.
Pick up the book Opposites and look at the animals that are cold and the animals that are
warm. What do the cold animals do to get warm again and what do the warm animals do to
cool off? Ask the children what they would do. Put a couple of animal figures in a bowl of
water and place this in the freezer overnight. Take the bowl with frozen water out of the
freezer and let the children have a look. What could be hidden in the ice? Together with the
children, think about how you can find out what is hidden in the ice. How can you melt the
ice as quickly as possible? Let the children come up with ideas and carry out the best idea.
Suggestions: place the bowl on a radiator, wrap a warm scarf around it, use a hairdryer, put
the bowl in the oven or microwave, or wrap your hands around the bowl.

Brave – scared
The pig has tied up the crocodiles. They are very scared!
Have a philosophical conversation about ‘being scared’. Ask questions and let the children
think about this concept. There are no wrong answers. Listen and continue to ask questions.
Suggestions:
- What does it mean to ‘be scared’?
- What are you scared of?
- What does it feel like to be scared?
- What do you do when you feel scared?
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Use one of the children’s answers and ask the following questions:
- Should your mum or dad be scared of this? Why/why not?
- Should your big brother or sister be scared of this?
- Should the police be scared of this?
- Should the king be scared of this?
- Is it a good idea to be scared of this? (Is it a justified fear that could protect you from actual
danger?)
- Does this really exist? Could this really happen? (Ghosts and monsters don’t exist, the fear
is not realistic).
- Is it something you should be scared of?
- Could you conquer this fear?

Naughty – good
The mouse bandages the crocodile’s wound.
Open the book Opposites and look at all the naughty and good things you can see. Ask the
children what they think.
A heart symbolises love. Make a heart for someone you love.
Suggestion 1: painting
Draw a heart on a large sheet of paper with a crayon. Colour it in with water paints in various
colours or Ecoline. Make the background one colour.
Suggestion 2: embroidery
Draw a heart on a stiff bit of paper and pierce small holes one centimetre apart around the
outline of the heart. The children embroider through these holes.
Suggestion 3: folding
The children fold a heart by folding sixteen squares. At the top they cut one square exactly
midway. The corners (four) are folded. At the bottom, both corners are folded diagonally over
four squares.

Alone – together
The animals are such flexible acrobats. They make a wonderful figure by working together.
Split the group into small teams of two. Give each team a marker closed with a top. The
children clamp the marker between their fingers, with one child pressing a finger against one
end and the other child pressing a finger against the other end. Ask the children to walk a
simple route while avoiding dropping the marker. This requires some real cooperation.

Happy – sad
Hippo and panda are dancing merrily round and round. They are having fun and are feeling
happy.
Print emoticons or pictures of faces showing the emotions happy and sad. Give the children
musical instruments. Show a sad or happy face. The children try to put this emotion into the
music while they are playing. Change the emoticon. Does the music change?
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Alternative ideas:
- give half of the children a musical instrument. They play the emotion that you show them.
The other half act out this emotion.
- one half of the children acts out the emotion that you show them. The other half tries to
guess which emotion this is (make sure they cannot see the picture).

Normal – crazy
The stork is flying upside down and the frog hangs by her legs. How crazy is that!
Organise a crazy party at the school. Ask the children to dress up in crazy costumes with
crazy hair, crazy noses and crazy shoes.
Welcome the children into the circle and put the chairs in a crazy arrangement: upside down,
in a crazy place, back to front. Now sing a crazy song: use a song that the children are
familiar with but change the words or mix up the sentences, sing the wrong song at the wrong
moment such as the going-home song first thing in the morning. Call the children by their
names in a crazy way: back to front, as a diminutive or by using the s-sound before each
name. Make a crazy drawing or some crazy artwork or build a crazy building in the
construction corner.

Fighting – making up
The squirrel and the mouse are fighting about an apple. Fortunately, the fight does not last
long and they quickly make up.
Use a ball as an apple. Go to the playroom and put mats down. Ask the children to sit on the
mats in pairs and give them a ball (apple). One child firmly holds the apple while the other
tries to get it off him/her. The children are not allowed to stand up. When successful they
change roles.

Asleep – awake
It’s lovely and quiet in the forest. All the animals are fast asleep.
Open the book Opposites at the picture showing the animals asleep.
Go to the playroom and put a mat in the middle of the floor. Switch the light off. Ask one of
the children to play the elephant. He/she lies down on the mat and pretends to be asleep. The
other children are owls. They are given a hoop and are asked to select a spot on the floor.
They put the hoop down and stand in the middle of the hoop. Once everyone has been given a
hoop, the game can begin. The owls are awake and dance throughout the night. As soon as
you switch on the light, the owls try to get back to their hoop as quickly as possible and fall
asleep. At the same time, the elephant wakes up. He tries to tag the owls. He cannot tag owls
in hoops. The elephant keeps tagging the owls until the light goes off again. It is nighttime
once again. The elephant goes to sleep, and the owls wake up and start dancing. Continue in
the same way.
Lesson suggestions written by Anke van Boxmeer and Els van Dijck
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